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Background: Women and Crisis Management 
 
According to media reports, an average of 630 violent deaths (95 per cent 
male) per year was recorded in the city of Karachi during the ten-year period 
from 1990-99. No figures were released or studied--by any quarter--of men 
arrested/tried/incarcerated by criminal courts or gone underground. Yet media 
reports and unofficial estimates indicate that these figures run in thousands. 
Armed conflict/ethnic strife in Karachi, thus, has left innumerable (middle and 
lower-middle income) families without male wage earners, leaving thousands 
of women and children survivors to cope with psychological trauma and 
economic hardships.  
 
Being the main nurturers and service providers within the family, but less 
skilled in income generation, women are severely affected by economic stress 
and psychological trauma due to communal, political and custodial violence 
perpetrated on the male members of the family resulting in their death, arrest 
or physical/mental incapacitation. With an abundance of, and easy access to, 
small weapons throughout Pakistan, the ethnic and sectarian strife has 
increasingly become more violent affecting a significant number of families in 
many urban centres, particularly Karachi.  
 
There has been no systematic research by any quarter either on the etiology of 
ethnic/sectarian violence or on the state of violence-affected families. 
However, several investigative media reports, stories and case studies were 
written by journalists, researchers and concerned citizens and published by 
independent mainstream print media, (monthly Newsline and Harald, daily 
Dawn, daily Jang), or alternative media (NGO reports, i.e. Amnesty 
International, Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, UNICEF/Raasta, Urdu 
quarterly Aaj).  
 
There is no evidence of concerted and sustained effort for crisis management 
by the city authorities or other quarters to help the affected families/victims. A 
few initiatives on crisis management, however, were undertaken by women's 
groups (i.e. Women's Action Forum, Shirkatgah, War Against Rape, Women 
Committee for Peace) and several citizen/professional bodies (doctors, 
psychiatrists, lawyers) to address some of the needs of several violence-
affected families. These initiatives were mostly spearheaded by 
activists/dedicated professionals and concerned citizens hence remained 
sporadic, unsustainable and mostly undocumented, reported only in private 
gatherings and seminars and had limited outreach. The help extended to 
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women affected by violence through these initiatives included financial, 
medical and legal support. 
 
There is a strong need for establishing crisis management centres in the cities 
addressing the needs of violence affected families. These centres could be set 
up and best run through government-citizens collaboration on the pattern of 
Citizen-Police Liaison Committee. Active participation of citizens' organisations, 
particularly women's groups, in planning and running the centres is essential. 
 
The following story presents in a microcosm the turbulent life of women 
affected by forces beyond their control, and attempts to document, courtsey 
Shirkatgah, the sheer grit and courage of women, and their struggle for 
survival.  
 
According to media reports, an average of 630 violent deaths (95 per cent 
male) per year was recorded in the city of Karachi during the ten-year period 
from 1990-99. No accumulated figures were released or studied--by any 
quarter--of men arrested/tried/incarcerated by criminal courts or gone 
underground. Yet media reports and unofficial estimates indicate that these 
figures ran in thousands. Armed conflict/ethnic strife in Karachi, thus, has left 
innumerable (middle and lower-middle income) families without male wage 
earners, leaving thousands of women and children survivors to cope with 
psychological trauma and economic hardships. 
 
Women are the main nurturers and service providers within the family, yet less 
skilled in income generation.  As such, women are severely affected by 
economic stress and psychological trauma due to communal, political and 
custodial violence perpetrated on the male members of the family resulting in 
their death, arrest, incarceration or physical/mental incapacitation. With an 
abundance of, and easy access to, small weapons throughout Pakistan, the 
ethnic and sectarian strife is increasingly affecting a significant number of 
families in several urban centres, notably Karachi.  
 
There is no evidence of systemic, concerted and sustained effort for crisis 
management by the city authorities or other quarters to help the affected 
families/victims. A few initiatives on crisis management, however, were 
undertaken by women’s groups (i.e. Women’s Action Forum, Shirkatgah, War 
Against Rape, Women’s Committee for Peace) and several citizen/professional 
bodies (doctors, psychiatrists, lawyers) to address some of the needs of several 
violence-affected families. These initiatives were mostly spearheaded by 
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activists/dedicated professionals and concerned citizens hence remained 
sporadic, unsustainable and mostly undocumented, reported only in private, 
select gatherings and seminars, hence had limited outreach. The help extended 
to women affected by violence through these initiatives included financial, 
medical and legal support. 
 
The following study, documented on behalf of, and sponsored by, Shirkatgah, 
Karachi, presents in a microcosm the turbulent life of women affected by 
forces beyond their control, and attempts to document the sheer grit and 
courage of these women, and their struggle for survival.  
 
The planned sample of the study included 20 women and their children. Due to 
lack of funds, the plan was shelved.  However, by the time the decision was 
taken, stories of three women had been document. 
 
Methodology used was in-depth interviews with three women, field visits, 
discussions with Shirkatgah’s resource persons and a field staff, and study of 
background documents of the support process. The filed visits/interviews were 
conducted during Sept-Nov 1999. 
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Civil Society: The Process of Support 
 
The politico-ethnic violence that afflicted the metropolis in the early 1990s, 
and the involvement of the law enforcing agencies in it, greatly concerned the 
citizens. The civil society responded by forming alliances for peace and 
providing forum to citizens to come together, share concerns, raise public 
opinion and put pressure on the policy makers particularly against violation of 
fundamental rights of the citizens while dealing with law and order situation. 
Seminars, peace marches and public meetings were organised by newly 
formed peace committees.  
 
Greatly concerned about the psycho-social impact of violence on the families 
directly affected by it, a women’s pressure group, Women’s Action Forum 
(WAF), initiated a process in the early 1996. The process aimed to establish 
contacts with women whose male members (sons/husbands/brothers)--
affiliated, or alleged to be affiliated with different political parties--were 
murdered/tortured/arrested or incarcerated. This was a time of extreme fear 
and uncertainty in the metropolis. Since one of the political parties, Mohajir 
Qaumi Movement (MQM), was particularly stigmatized and its activists hunted 
down by the law-enforcing agencies, it was a matter of courage for the WAF to 
identify these women and bring them together to a forum. The WAF activists 
initially visited these families at a personal, individual level, invited the women 
home and talked to them at one-to-one basis. When trust was established, the 
WAF activists convinced these women to come to a select gathering of women 
and ‘talk their heart out’.  
 
The objective was two-fold. On one hand, the process aimed to provide an 
opportunity for ‘catharsis’ to the women as they had become immensely 
isolated and stigmatized by the community. The process of ‘talking it out’ was 
expected to regenerate a sense of sharing and restore the sense of belonging 
to the larger community. On the other hand, the meeting aimed to raise 
awareness--among representatives of the civil society organisations--of the 
gravity of impact of violence on the individual family—particularly women and 
children--and the society at large. It also aimed to make them rethink their role 
in crisis management. 
 
The first few meetings were held at the premises of the Karachi Reproductive 
Health Project and were attended by 35-40 women representatives of citizens’ 
organisations, professional bodies, activists and media persons. As the affected 
women came to the meetings organised by WAF, a core group of the affected 
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women became the more regular participants of these meetings. Issues 
identified during this process revolved around three crucial needs: legal help 
(arranging a lawyer, legal counseling); economic help (provision of food, 
money); medical help (physical and psychiatric). 
 
Besides the WAF, the organisations notably active during the entire process 
were Al Falah Trust and the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan. A few 
individuals, belonging to professional bodies (lawyers, doctors, psychiatrists) 
also extended support. The central strategy of the entire process was to 
facilitate the affected women to take charge of the activities/actions that they 
deemed essential. Hence women were asked to take collective decisions 
regarding the distribution of food, for instance; to interact directly with the 
lawyers invited by WAF; and to plan what they wanted to do and how they 
would like to do it, specially regarding economic stability of the family. 
 
The entire process of support, however, till that stage remained informal and 
loosely structured as it was voluntary work, that is, individuals/representatives 
of organisations pooling in their own individual resources (time and money) 
out of humane concerns. The organisations—WAF, HRCP and Al-Falah Trust—
did not integrate this work into their core programme activities mainly due to 
financial and human resource constraints. Hence, the support mechanism 
could not be formalized into a properly structured crisis management system. 
 
However, in one of the meetings the issue of children’s needs was raised with 
the women. They were asked whether they would like to meet a mental health 
professional who could discuss with them the affect of violence on their 
children. They agreed and in January 1997 a child psychiatrist interacted with 
the children of some of the women who came to weekly WAF meetings. She 
also had informal discussions with some of the mothers/guardians who 
endorsed the need for a special programme directly focussing on their 
children. The objective was to mitigate the traumatic effects of violence 
witnessed, alleviate fears and anxiety and facilitate the children to re-settle 
into a normal life (i.e. going back to school as several had to drop out due to 
dislocation and economic hardships of the family).  
 
From January 1997 onward, a few WAF members and a volunteer (a mental 
health professional) began interacting with children. The initial sessions were 
devoted to pencil drawing followed by description of the drawings by each 
child. Gradually some games were introduced and children were encouraged 
to share the games. Within a few months, the number of children began to 
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increase. Soon a small group of 11 children was formed who came regularly to 
the meetings, surrounded by a peripheral group of children who attended the 
meetings irregularly.  
 
As the number of children increased to 29, a need was felt to formalize the 
programme and seek institutional support as the programme could not be 
sustained alone on voluntary inputs. Initially a 3-year project was drawn up 
foreseeing a tripartite partnership: Shirkatgah taking care of the administrative 
management; WAF pooling in the technical input; and Save the Children Fund 
(SCF) extending the financial support. However, due to the complex and fluid 
situation in the city, the proposal was changed to a one-year pilot project for a 
period starting from April 1997 to May 1998. During this period a 5-member 
volunteer team managed the project. Two acted as coordinator while three 
volunteers (including the mental health professional) conducted the meetings. 
The funds provided by the SCF went entirely into logistics and programme 
activities. At the end of the one-year pilot project, Shirkatgah, in view of the 
benefits accrued to children, prepared a 3-year proposal and submitted to a 
donor agency for funding. The proposal was, however, rejected, and the 
process of support came to an abrupt halt.   
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Life at the Fringe: Stories of Rubina, Sultana, Fatima Bibi 
 

 
At the far end of the city, a straight, never-ending, bustling main road—dotted 
on both sides with small shops and commercial enterprises—cuts through a 
lower-middle income neighbourhood, interspersed with pockets of katchi 
abadis  and cottage enterprises. In one of the many labyrinthine, dusty lanes of 
a non-regularised settlement—invisible behind the main road—live three 
women in small, separate quarters. Their lives are inextricably intertwined with 
each other, ruptured by the violent forces that permeates the cityscape, and, 
despite pain and anguish, lived every day with an unbending will to care for 
their loved ones. 
 
A child is sleeping on the mat. It’s a tiny room, with a wooden, worn out takht 
in a corner and a rusted steel cupboard on one side. Old clothes are stacked in 
a heap. A thin, cotton curtain hanging at the door is tied from one corner at 
the lower end of the doorframe. When the wind blows, the curtain balloons 
out towards the street, serving as a sort of screen. A 13-year-old, sad and 
listless girl sits besides the sleeping child, along with a young woman.  
 
The girl and the woman get up to greet me, a stranger whose arrival is 
expected. “Rubina khala is coming. Her son has gone to fetch her”, the girl tells 
me. “What’s your name? Do you go to school?” I try to make a conversation 
with her. “Not any more. My parents didn’t have the money for my admission 
in class 9th. Now my whole year is wasted”, this unexpected reply from the 
sullen girl unsettles me. I wait silently. 
 
Rubina enters. Her face flushed, her hair disheveled, a faded, worn-out, chador 
slinging on her shoulder. “I was waiting for you for quite some time. But now 
there is a delivery case. It is a bad case. I have asked for the stretcher. I can’t 
take care of it on my own at their house. So they are bringing her down to the 
clinic. I must rush back. I am sorry. But go and talk to Sultana. Come tomorrow. 
Come any day. I am here, the whole day, either in the clinic or at home”. 
Rubina tells me and rushes out. She works as a traditional birth attendant in a 
nearby, all-purpose clinic, run by a woman doctor.  
 
I have come to talk to these women on behalf of Shirkatgah. About their life 
ruptured by violence in the city. How did they get sucked into it? And the 
abrupt change. How did it affect them? Body and soul? How did it change their 
relationships with their family members and with the world outside? Their 
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present predicament: how are they mending their life? Day by day, brick by 
brick? Who supported them in times of crisis? And how do they view the 
process of support and hand-holding initiated by women of Shirkatgah? And so 
many more questions. How would I ask? Would these women have time and 
inclination to answer my queries? 
 
They are hesitant in the beginning, with brief answers to my initial queries, 
interspersed with their own questions: why did they (Shirkatgah) stop the 
meetings? Are they not going to support us any more? Slowly they open up. 
Words pour out, in jerks, in torrents. They are full to the brim. Past and 
present, for them, have become fluid, slippery, a mushy reality. It becomes 
difficult for me to separate, to entangle the two. 
 
Sultana 
The Family 
 

 “We used to live in Qasba Colony. It was a peaceful, comfortable life for me. I 
wore what I fancied. I ate what I desired. I remember once asking my father for 
a watermelon. And he brought a big, juicy watermelon for me the same 
evening! Those were the days when I lived in comfort. We were four sisters 
and six brothers. My brothers were earning. Though they did not have proper 
schooling. None of them finished the 10th grade. Yet they were doing one thing 
or the other and making a living. Now a brother is dead. The other lives like a 
shadow, gone underground. The third has taken to drugs. The fourth is 
alienated”, says Sultana. In her mid thirties, her body lithe, her colour fair, her 
eyes brown, and her hair spunky at the forehead, probably cut by herself in 
front of a mirror. Sultana is married and has four children. Her husband does 
not work. 
 
“My father was a rickshaw driver. He owned four rickshaws! Now what does he 
do? He cleans the gutters, the sewerage lines! Each house gives him ten rupees 
a month. Life has reduced him to that. Just imagine! We had everything, once. 
We had gold jewelry. Now, everything is sold, gone. Look at this quarter. 
Barren, empty, with broken, old pieces of furniture”, she puts her daughter 
down on the floor and sits besides me on a faded sofa with termite-ridden 
legs. A high wooden takht, with a brick each under its legs, is placed at one 
side. High up on the wall, at the corner, a tiny TV set sits forlornly on a fixed 
wooden shelf. The room opens to a small courtyard with heaps of dirty clothes 
and other stuff. At one side are the cubicles for kitchen, bathroom and the 
toilet. 
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It was in 1986 when the house Sultana lived in, as a young girl with her parents 
and brothers and sister, was burnt down in the gory incident of ethnic violence 
that engulfed the Qasba Colony. Her father’s rickshaw was turned into cinders. 
The family escaped miraculously and the father collected his strength and the 
scrapping and started anew in a rented house in the same neighbourhood, 
drove a new rickshaw bought from the compensation money he had received 
from the city authorities. As the brothers were earning—two were rickshaw 
drivers, one was a carpenter, the fourth was in police, life resumed its normal 
course, apparently as normal as it could be, in the city marred with political 
turmoil, ethnic strife, violence and lawlessness. Sultana got married to her 
cousin in 1988 and moved to her in-laws in Saddar.  
 
“I lived with them for two years. It was a small flat and my husband did not 
bring a regular income and because of that there was a lot of friction. My 
mother-in-law, who was my aunt also, used to get angry with me. I couldn’t 
take it any more and after two years, I left that place and came to live with my 
parents along with my husband. He didn’t mind.” 
 
The Crisis: Beginning 
 
It was in 1993 that a murder in the neighbourhood changed the course of the 
life of Sultana’s family. It was one of the many targeted killings that were 
taking place on the streets and the back alleys of Karachi. “The police 
implicated my brother falsely in the case. He was arrested. And do you know 
who took him behind the bars? My elder brother. He was in the police. He 
came and arrested his own brother. He said if he doesn’t do that, he would be 
killed. And, in any case, he said, my brother would be safer behind bars than 
out on the street.” 
 
Sultana’s brother was shifted to the Sukkur Jail after spending a couple of years 
in Karachi Central Jail. “He did not belong to any party before his arrest. But in 
jail, he turned to politics. The jail was full of young men and not all of them 
belonged to MQM but were falsely implicated. And my brother was one of 
them.  He joined the party in the jail”, Sultana says. After his arrest, Sultana’s 
family was branded, it seems, forever, in the neighbourhood, as the one whose 
boys were in the MQM. “We never went to its jalsa or meetings or whatever. 
We had nothing to do with it,” she says. 
 
The incarceration of a family member in an out-of-town jail, and his trial as 
someone involved in terrorist activities, triggered a process of multi-layered, 
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unforeseen, devastating changes in the life of the entire family. The trial was 
not just emotionally traumatic, it also consumed economic resources and 
physical energy—hiring a lawyer, attending the hearings, travelling to Sukkur. 
All this was followed by another related tragic incident—murder of the second 
youngest brother—while the elder one was still in jail that proved to be the 
final blow to the family. The family’s circumstances and the family dynamics, 
changed beyond repair. 
 
The Final Blow 
 
“My second youngest brother was a student of class 8th. He was 15 years old 
at that time, in 1994, a nice young lad, he was. He wasn’t into politics. He 
couldn’t be. He was so young. And one evening two boys brought his dead 
body and told us that he died by drowning! Just imagine. All of a sudden, these 
two boys appear from somewhere, holding a charpoy with my brother lying 
dead on it, throw that charpoy in front of our house and disappear in the lanes. 
My brother didn’t die of drowning. He hadn’t gone to the sea, or a river, or any 
nullah. Those boys were lying. I saw clear torture marks on his dead body”. The 
marks are etched forever in Sultana’s mind.  
 
“Mt mother fainted. My father couldn’t do anything. He was so old and frail. 
My eldest married brother did not turn up that day. He lived in another 
locality. It was me who handled it. I registered the FIR. I said it was a murder. I 
went through all of it—post mortem, police and all”, says Sultana.  
 
The murder further isolated the family. The neighbours who were caring and 
supportive after Sultana’s brother was put in jail, became fearful and withdrew 
their support to avoid police investigation. Sultana’s father had to sell his 
house he had built and lived for so many years, at a lower price, within three 
months of his son’s murder, and moved to the fringe of the city, in a small 
quarter of a settlement. The police didn’t let the family live in peace there too. 
 
Sultana moved too. Luckily her mother-in-law had a change of heart and she 
gave her some money to get a place to live. “I bought this house, near my 
mother’s place, for Rs. 57,000. But this house is in my mother-in-law’s name. It 
is her property.” Sultana’s husband’s, who is a rickshaw driver and never 
brought a regular income, lost whatever little drive he had to work after the 
crisis in the family, it seems. He became ill and stopped doing anything 
altogether. Sultana started stitching clothes for people in the neighbourhood. 
“I wish I had studied. I would have found a job, worked somewhere, taught in a 
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school. Making money through taking stitching orders at home is difficult in a 
poor locality. I make dresses for the neighbours but often they don’t pay me on 
time. I have to ask them, again and again. And every time they come up with 
one an excuse or the other. I can’t blame them. They are poor too”. 
 
Sultana’s brother was bailed out from Sukkur Jail a year ago and went into 
hiding in Karachi. 
 
The Present 
 
“The Police and the CIA don’t let us live in peace. They raid my house. They do 
it in the morning. They do it in the thick of the night. My husband’s blood 
pressure shoots up with anxiety. He can’t stand on his feet in the presence of 
the Police. I talk to the Police. And I keep my calm. Because I have nothing to 
fear. The Police says give us the sack of weapons your brother had hidden 
here. I tell them come and dig it out. Tear it apart, my house, brick by brick and 
take the weapons with you. They know there is nothing in my house. They just 
want to terrorize me so that I would tell them where my brother is hiding. The 
truth is: I don’t know where does he live. Yes, he does visit me once in a while. 
But he enters like a shadow and disappears like a ghost”, Sultana’s voice rises 
and falls from shrill into a whisper.   
 
“You know, I can’t sleep at night. I keep thinking of the impending raid and the 
humiliation. And when I doze off, I have nightmares. Just last night I dreamt 
the Police have dug open the courtyard, the room, everywhere. I woke up 
sweating”. 
 
Rubina 
 
Rubina is Sultana’s sister-in-law. She got married to Sultana’s elder brother 14 
years ago. “I lived with my in-laws in the beginning. When my first child was 
born, we moved out of the house and rented a small place in the same 
neighbourhood, Qasbah Colony. My husband made a living out of lace making. 
Later he secured a job in the Police through his friend. He paid money for it. 
But the job was regular and we lived comfortably”. 
 
Rubina’s peaceful life changed when her brother-in-law went to jail. Rubina 
skips from her conversation the episode when her husband arrested her 
brother-in-law and the impact it had on him and on the family. What is vivid in 
her mind is the third day of the mourning of her younger brother-in-law’s 
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murder. “The Police picked up my husband on that day and took him away, for 
no rhyme or reason. We couldn’t understand anything. Our minds went blank. 
But luckily my father-in-law gathered his strength and immediately went to the 
police station. The Rangers were sent to search and bring him back. You know 
where did they pick him up from? The graveyard. They would have beaten him 
to death if the Rangers hadn’t gone to get him out of their clutches.” 
 
Rubina’s husband was shattered. He got so fearful that he went into hiding of a 
sort. “I don’t know where does he live, what does he do. He comes home 
sometimes to see the children and me. He gives me four or five hundred 
rupees a month. Do you think I could have run a household on that?” Rubina 
has six children. Of them, two go to a private school. 
 
Rubina’s father had died when she was a child, youngest of all. She has two 
brothers and three sisters. After her husband’s death, Rubina’s mother took up 
a job of a housemaid in a doctor’s house who ran a clinic down-stair. Her aunt 
adopted one of Rubina’s brothers. She and her other siblings lived with her 
mother. Rubina studied up to class four. Her elder sister got married and went 
to live in Hyderabad. Her brother also moved out of the house after marriage, 
leaving Rubina and her two sisters with the widowed mother. The mother 
managed to marry off all three of them somehow on her own. 
 
Soon after Rubina’s brother-in-law was murdered, Rubina’s mother, who lived 
alone in Mirpurkhas, had a stroke of partial paralysis. “I packed my bags, took 
my children and went to Mirpurkhas. None of my brothers and sisters was 
willing to go and take care of her. I wouldn’t have let her die unattended, 
stricken with paralysis”. Rubina stayed with her for six months, taking her for 
physiotherapy, looking after children and the place. 
 
When her mother became able to stand on her feet, Rubina sold her parent’s 
small place in Mirpurkhas, took her mother along and returned to Karachi. By 
that time her in-laws had all moved to the new settlement. Rubina also bought 
a quarter for Rs.40,000 her mother gave her. “Now my elder sister has taken 
mother to her place in Hyderabad”. 
 
Fatima Bibi 
 
Sultana’s mother and Rubina’s mother-in-law, a woman in her early sixties, her 
face stricken with grief, and her gait somnambulistic, was a young girl when 
her parents migrated from Ajmer, India to Karachi in 1947 along with her 
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brood of eight children and found refuge in Chakiwara, Lyari. Later the family 
moved to Bihar Colony in the same vicinity. Fatima Bibi is silent, lost in her own 
world, of misfortune and miseries that befell her with incarceration of one of 
her sons and murder of the other. She talks little of the past and recalls only 
the flood that came in Bihar Colony in the late 1950s.  
 
“My elder son arrested my younger one and took him to the police station. He 
said, Ammi, let me take him. Otherwise they will kill me. Then my other son 
was murdered. Our home was devastated,” Aman Bibi speaks slowly. Now only 
the youngest 15-year-old son lives with her. “The Police haven’t spared him 
either. The police have beaten him up many a times. He is so afraid  that 
nowadays he sleeps on the roof of one of our neighbours.” Fatima Bibi’s 
husband makes a paltry sum through cleaning sewerage lines in the 
neighbourhood.  
 
Crises in Fatima Bibi’s life never seem to end. About a year ago, her son who is 
in hiding, married his maternal cousin in Hyderabad. Though both were 
betrothed at a young age, the girl’s family after the death of her mother and 
her fiancé’s arrest broke off the engagement. But both the girl and the boy 
were adamant. The girl said she would commit suicide if the family did not 
allow her to marry him. Fatima Bibi’s son married her in the Civil Court without 
the knowledge of the two families and brought her to Karachi. The girl’s family 
registered the FIR for alleged abduction of the girl. The police raided Fatima 
Bibi’s house and her husband and the daughter-in-law were taken under police 
custody. The case was finally dismissed but the family was drained off. Now 
Fatima Bibi has to worry about taking care of, not just one, but two more souls, 
as the young bride is pregnant. I look at her—a shy, anemic, attractive, young 
girl, with a full belly, sweeping silently the floor of the quarter as I sit on a 
takht, talking to Fatima Bibi and Sultana who has brought me to her mother’s 
humble abode. After that he stopped going to his workplace and became 
virtually out of work. In addition, he left his home as well, out of fear of the 
Police though he was not implicated in any case. “I don’t know where does 
live. He comes home once in a while”, says Rubina, who doesn’t talk much 
about him either, like Sultana. 
 
In the beginning she tried to make both ends meet somehow but soon she 
realized she would have to earn money herself to feed her six children. She 
went to the lady doctor who runs a small clinic in the same lane and told her 
about her hardships. The doctor asked her to work as a helper in the clinic and 
offered her Rs. 300 per month. Rubina supplemented this income with making 
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chaat, cholay at home and asking her son to hawk it at the corner of the street. 
Gradually, Rubina learnt to read thermometer, monitor blood pressure, give 
injections to the patients and help the doctor during delivery cases.  Rubina 
had studied up to the primary level. Besides, she had spent her growing years 
at a doctor’s house where her mother was employed as a housemaid.  All 
these factors, plus her motivation to learn, led her to become an untrained  
birth attendant. The doctor raised her salary to Rs. 600 per month. She also 
made some extra money from the tip the families gave at the birth of a child, 
especially of a male child 
 
Rubina, like Sultana, also became the primary decision-maker in the family 
after the crisis. When her mother was stricken with paralysis in Mirpurkhas, 
Rubina decided to pack her bags, give up the rented house and go, along with 
her children, to look after her mother. She did not only care for her ailing 
mother, she managed to sell her mother’s small house in Mirpurkhas, brought 
her along and bought, from her share of the family property, a place of her 
own in the new settlement. She then started working in the clinic. Previously, 
Rubina’s role was also of a traditional housewife/mother. “My husband used to 
bring a regular income which he handed over to me. I maintained the 
household and looked after the children. I didn’t have to worry about anything 
else”, she tells me. 
 
Both Sultana and Rubina have managed the crisis as best as they could and are 
struggling to make life conditions better for their families. Both managed to get 
access to basic facilities on their own, like electricity and gas, in the non-
regularized settlement they live in. In the process, they have emerged as 
confident decision-makers, wage earners, house managers, caregiver to their 
nuclear families as well as to invalid members of the extended families. Rubina, 
like Sultana, has also become worldly wise. When the women, who had given 
her an electricity connection from her meter tried to raise the charges from 
Rs.200 per month to more, Sultana got the services of KESC lineman who gave 
her an illegal connection from the pole for Rs.100 per month instead. 
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Impact on Children 
 
Sultana has four children. The eldest, a daughter, is 9. She is studying in class 3. 
The second child, a son around 7, also goes to school and is in class 1. The 
youngest is a toddler. When the crisis hit her, Sultana had three children and 
none had started school. When her family shifted to the new settlement, the 
relocation and survival issues took over priority and Sultana was not able to do 
anything about her children’s schooling. It was only when Sultana started going 
to Shirkatgah’s meeting and was provided some economic support, that she 
admitted her two children in a private school in the neighbourhood.  
 
It appears from her talk that the process of crisis management, with Sultana 
taking a lead role, has resulted in decreased time and attention towards 
childcare. Particularly when Sultana was in the nick of the family crisis, and 
visiting police station, jail, lawyers and other offices in the outside, hostile, 
violence-ridden world, the children were left either with her ailing mother, 
busy neighbours or just under the care of her little daughter. It needs to be 
probed how the frequent police raids at her house, that continue till today, 
have affected the children’s psyche, and how the fear, anxiety and humiliation 
felt by Sultana at the harsh and threatening attitude of the police personnel, 
are being transmitted to the children. The probability is high that the 
continued interference of these outside forces would have adverse affect on 
children’s personality development. 
 
Sultana narrates a recent police raid that took place the next day of his 
brother’s unannounced, secret, fleeting visit. “Some one must have informed 
the police. You know there are informants around. You can’t escape them. 
Though my neighbours are very good. They never utter a thing to anybody. 
When the police bangs at my door, the neighbours shut their doors and keep 
inside. Only after the police leave, do they come out to see if everything is all 
right with me. So that day, the police got after my life. They hammered on me 
just once question: ‘Did he come here?’ I kept denying. I lied that he never 
comes to visit me. One of the policemen suddenly got this idea of questioning 
my little daughter. He pulled her aside and said ‘now this little daughter of 
yours will tell the truth,’ and he asked her: ‘Did he come to visit you 
yesterday?’ I went white with fear. My legs gave in and I turned my face away 
from her and sat down, staring at the wall. My daughter, she is just a child, an 
innocent child, and I thought now, she is going to tell the truth and I am done 
for. But you know what she said? She said ‘I haven’t seen my mamoon for 
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years’, and she said it convincingly, with confidence”, Sultana looks at her 
daughter with a pride. 
 
From this episode, it appears that her daughter, who is nine, has matured 
beyond her years. Caught in the web of violence, with lies and truths 
enmeshed and undistinguishable, and in the insane fight between weak and 
strong that distorts every thing, including the psyche, she has come to display 
an understanding of her family’s predicament like an adult. 
 
Fatima Bibi’s youngest son, who is 15, has left the school after the crisis and 
tries to bring some money either through hawking foodstuff or helping her 
sister Sultana get stitching orders. He lives in fear of the police raids and does 
not sleep in his own house but at his neighbour’s roof top. 
 
Rubina’s eldest son, 13, dropped out of the school after the crisis. He now 
brings some money through selling cloth or chaat cholay at the weekly bazar 
and the streets. Rubina bought an electric deep fryer from the money she 
received from Shirkatgah and for some time her son sold French fries in the 
alley. But the machine developed some problem due to voltage fluctuation and 
Rubina has not been able to get it repaired. 
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Impact on the Family Dynamics 
 
The crisis has impacted the familial relations at several levels. When Fatima 
Bibi’s son (Sultana’s brother and Rubina’s husband) who was a policeman, 
arrested his own brother, the act unleashed complicated feelings in each 
member. The son himself must have felt guilty, ashamed and helpless. This is 
probably the reason he became increasingly alienated from his parents and 
siblings, particularly Sultana, eventually turning into a shadow figure in the 
family with no role. The mother’s sense of betrayal, however, is dulled by her 
natural love for her son and she seems to have forgiven him. Sultana, who 
shouldered the responsibility of providing support to her jailed brother, did 
take long to reconcile. The process, it seems, has made her indifferent and a bit 
cold to her brother. What is amazing, however, is the fact that her relationship 
with her sister-in-law Rubina has remained the same. They support and care 
for each other’s families. It was Sultana who brought Rubina to the Shirkatgah 
meetings so that Rubina and her children could also benefit 
 
The worst affected, somehow, turned out to be one of Fatima Bibi’s elder 
married son who lived with his wife and a child under the same roof and 
earned his living through rickshaw driving. With one of his brother jailed, the 
other murdered, the resulting hardship, emotional stress and his inability to 
control the situation or to contribute to alleviate the sufferings of his parents, 
led him gradually towards heroin addiction. He stopped coming home for days 
altogether. Especially when his brother got out of jail and went into hiding. “He 
couldn’t stand the police raids. Police used to beat him up. In turn he got angry 
with us, me and my mother. He accused us of putting up a drama,” tells 
Sultana with a dry laughter. “He left the home, leaving his wife and daughter 
behind”, says Fatima Bibi. With little resources at hand, Fatima Bibi had no 
choice but to return her daughter-in-law, who was her own niece, to her 
parents’ place and arrange a divorce. Though both mother and daughter did 
not come out with any harsh comment on his behaviour but the gestures and 
body language indicated displeasure and cynicism toward him. “He drops in 
sometimes. ‘Is there any food?’ He asks and goes straight to the kitchen. If 
there is something in the pot, he eats and goes away. That’s the only link we 
have with him”, says Fatima Bibi. 
 
The civil marriage of Sultana’s brother-in-hiding, the subsequent suit and the 
court hassle, it seems, have further complicated the relationship with him. This 
act on the part of the man has not only increased his mother/sister’s problems 
but has brought another woman—his wife—into the fold of family crises and 
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miseries. Had the man counseled his mother and sister on this matter, the 
women would have advised him to postpone the marriage till he is cleared of 
all charges. Both Amna and Sultana avoid talking on the subject. Neither did 
they utter a single word against the man’s reckless behaviour. “I have not 
shared this piece of information with Shirkatgah women”, Sultana told me. The 
reasons seem to be two: secrecy about her brother’s life for security reason, 
and personal embarrassment.  
 
Sultana’s elder married sister was also caught unwittingly in the family turmoil. 
Living a comfortable life with her husband and children in a safe locality, it so 
happened that her husband inherited some money and invested some of his 
own in a small ice factory that he set up in Qasbah Colony just prior to the 
family crisis. When the family left Qasbah Colony in a hurry, Sultana’s brother-
in-law also abandoned his ice-factory out of fear. He failed to sell the factory 
and his fortune was ruined. This brought economic hardship to the family. 
Though the man was rational enough not to blame his wife or in-laws for the 
misfortune that befell him, nonetheless, the relationship turned cold between 
him and the in-laws. 
 
The husbands of both—Sultana and Rubina—have become incapacitated and 
non-earning members, partially or totally. This must have had an adverse 
affect on marital relations. This is the most sensitive area and both avoid 
talking about it. Marriages are intact and both the men live with their wives. 
Rubina’s husband, however, is mostly absent from the house. Apparently 
sexual relations are continuing as both Sultana and Rubina have had children 
during the last five years of crisis.  
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Impact on Women’s General and Reproductive Health 
 
The crisis, it seems, have badly affected the women’s health. Both Sultana and 
Rubina have neglected their health. Rubina has developed a tumor at her back 
that is growing day by day. Apparently it is benign, nonetheless a cause of 
discomfort and of persistent concern. Rubina has had a check-up at one of the 
state hospitals and the doctor advised her to get it removed surgically. “I have 
no time for the operation. Just look at my situation. I have six children to feed 
and take care of. How can I leave them and get myself admitted at the 
hospital? Who will look after them and the house? And even if I get it done at 
Jinnah, it will cost me some money. Where do I get that money from?" 
 
Under prolonged duress, Sultana’s menstrual cycle has gone haywire. She 
reports of heavy and prolonged bleeding that leaves her weak and drained off. 
The cycle has become irregular as well. Fatima Bibi is suffering from 
hypertension and diabetes. Her face is puffed up. In her sixties, she needs 
regular medical assistance. All three of them appear to be anemic. 
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Support Systems 
 
Of Sultana’s six brothers, one was murdered, the other was jailed, the third 
took to drug addiction, the fourth in police went virtually out of work, the 
youngest is just 15. The sixth brother, a rickshaw driver, started avoiding his 
family. “He doesn’t help us,” says Sultana. Those who helped Sultana in the 
time of crisis were her neighbours. “There is a man in our neighbourhood who 
deals in readymade garments. He really helped me a lot. He gave me work and 
paid me regularly for my labour,” acknowledges Sultana. The man helped her 
youngest brother as well to take readymade garments to weekly bazars and 
earn commission through sale. 
 
When Fatima Bibi’s son (Sultana’s brother) who was in hiding, married his 
cousin in the court, the girl’s family registered the FIR against Sultana. “We had 
no money to fight the case. We raised small loans from our neighbours. Forty 
thousand rupees were spent. I sold my gold jewelry set, the only one I had. My 
mother sold her gold earrings. Five of our neighbours gave us Rs.5000 each in 
loan. That’s how we got out of the mess. Now my brother (in hiding) give us 
Rs.500 every month and we are paying our neighbours in turn”, Sultana tells 
me. “They understand we cannot pay them at the same time. They have 
agreed for repayment in installments and that too in turn”. 
 
Rubina’s two real brothers did not offer any help. “They stopped visiting me 
altogether, in case I might ask them for something. And they were afraid they 
might get into some trouble,” Rubina is bitter. Help came from a distant 
relative: her mother’s nephew’s children. “They help me and off an on, when I 
visit them, they give me Rs. 100 or 200”. 
 
The support that made her stood on her feet came from the neighbourhood 
doctor who listened to her problems and advised her to start working in her 
clinic. The lady doctor taught her the basics of para-medics and raised her 
salary. The doctor treated her and her children free of cost as well. “My 
brothers don’t even help my mother. They are relatively well off and in a 
position to help. But they don’t. The persons you meet on the way and make 
your brothers are better than your real brothers are. That is my experience”, 
Rubina is frank about her feelings for her brothers. An acquaintance helped her 
eldest son to learn carpentry at a workshop and then get him an apprentice 
job. Rubina also acknowledges support from the neighbourhood grocer who 
gives her provisions on credit. 
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